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The wealthy elite of humanity flee Earth and 
become Noble Exiles, departing on giant 
spaceships, while dooming billions left behind—but 
a clan of warriors survives on Earth, and 100 years 
later, to avenge the most horrific crime ever, they 
send one woman to haunt the Exiles: TEMEO.  

WHO? | TEMEO is a young woman living in post-
apocalyptic Central Asia in the 23rd century AD. 

WHERE? | All of the action in Season I takes place in 
Central and Northeast Asia. Temeo often lives a nomadic 
lifestyle, traveling to ancient ruins, forest lakes, and the 
great deserts of Asia. In Season II & III, TEMEO goes to 
new planets to fight the armies of the EXILES. 

WHEN? | Nearly a hundred years before TEMEO was 
born, a great cataclysm called the GREAT DEMISE 
occurred.  This event saw the removal of 99% of human 
life on Earth. 

WHY? | TEMEO is chosen by her grandfather to avenge 
the EXILES’ great crime: abandoning the human race in a 
time of crisis, and refusing to share the fruits of new 
worlds that were discovered. 

The stories in Ocean Black take inspiration from many, many diverse sources.  In 
terms of animation styles and general themes (child vs. adult content), the show 
is a unique blend that combines new and old methods, eastern and western 
styles, traditional weapons and futuristic technology. 

Samurai Champloo Avatar: The Last Airbender | Legend of Korra Castlevania 
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Season 1:
8 episodes

Actual runtime, 
~176 min.

Advert space, ~64 
min.

Season 2:
10 episodes

Actual runtime, 
~220 min.

Advert space, ~80 
min.

Season 3:
18* episodes

Actual runtime, 
~404 min.

Advert space, 
~136 min.

*Final 3 episodes are double-episodes >40 min runtime, 
combined for ~132 min; option for feature film. 

Important facts regarding the 
product:  

RUNTIME | 800 minutes, 36 
episodes (see figure on the right). 

LOCATIONS | Crowstorm 
Studios is the production 
company, with access to resources 
and artists in Hawaii, Indonesia, 
England, and New England. 

TIMELINE | Can startup full 
production line and produce first 
episode within 4-8 months, with 
speed greatly increasing thereafter. 

COSTS | Production costs will 
scale, with Season 3 being the 
largest, as artists are gradually 
added for more complex scenes. 
Across 36 episodes, the target 
average cost per episode is $350K.  

These are investment options to discuss, while Ocean Black is still in pre-
production. Opportunities still exist to purchase a portion of all future profits, as 
well as profits from ancillary work. Contact information on the next page. 



 

 

 

 

 

 The Crowstorm Studios production team is available to discuss the show and investment 
information in this document. This information is business confidential and should never be 
published or shared publicly without written permission from Crowstorm Studios LLC. 
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E.J. WEDGE
CEO, Creator of Ocean Black
•Massachusetts, USA
•ejw@ocean-black.com
•774-238-9788

TINA WEDGE
Producer & Editor
•Massachusetts, USA
•tina@ocean-black.com

PATTY LEE
Producer & Lead Actor
•Hawaii, USA
•pattyleeactor@gmail.com

KAWIKA HOKE
Producer
•Hawaii, USA
•aloha@kawikahoke.com

JULIAN TAYLOR
Executive Producer
•Pennsylvania, USA
• julianvtaylor@gmail.com

RODNEY BURRELL
Executive Producer
•Pennsylvania, USA
•rodneyburrell@gmail.com 


